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Probability Theory: The Logi

of S ien e

Serious involvement of physi s with probability began in the late 18th entury, rst
with Daniel Bernoulli, and later with Lapla e who applied it to the problem of separating
a signal from the noise in planetary data. As Jaynes points out elsewhere, physi ists have
been properly handling noise in physi s for enturies, long before there were statisti ians.
The later work of Maxwell and Boltzmann established probabilities as an intrinsi part of
physi al theory, and in the 20th entury probability analyses be ame an essential tool for
the experimentalist, most of it self taught. Appearing ve years after the author's death,
this book is in part a plea for physi ists to put probability theory as logi ba k into the
urri ulum.
Edwin Jaynes spent mu h of a lifetime analyzing the role of probability in s ien e and
lobbying for Bayesian methods of analysis. By Bayesian he means the following: every
probability is onditional on some kind of prior information, su h that the probability
P (AjH ) represents a measure of the plausibility of a proposition A given the hypothesis
H ; Bayes' theorem ( aptured in the symmetry of the produ t rule for probabilities) is
a fundamental property of the theory; an ability to marginalize nuisan e parameters; in
appli ation there is no `statisti al' theory, but only the elementary rules of probability
applied arefully and adhered to rigorously. For him probability is simply an extension
of logi as espoused by Polya, but here quanti ed and fo used on indu tive inferen e as
pra ti ed daily by most s ientists. Thus he sails under the ag of Lapla e, Keynes, and
Je reys, to whi h no doubt the name Jaynes will be added in the future. In the end he
appears as neither a `frequentist' nor a `Bayesian', but a pra titioner of logi al reasoning
from the basi rules of probability theory; the issue of `subje tive' or `obje tive' probability
is es hewed in favor of human logi .
The book onsists of 22 hapters divided into two parts, along with three appendixes.
The ten hapters of Part I on fundamental probability theory ontain a broad range of
elementary appli ations, whi h is a strong point of the entire work. After two hapters
on plausible reasoning and derivation of the quantitative rules for manipulating probabilities, we en ounter hapters entitled: Elementary sampling theory; Elementary hypothesis
testing; Queer uses for probability theory; Elementary parameter estimation; The entral,
Gaussian or normal distribution; SuÆ ien y, an illarity, and all that; Repetitive experiments: probability and frequen y; and, Physi s of `random experiments.' These hapters
ould form a reasonable, but intense one-semester ourse at the advan ed undergraduate or
graduate levels in any s ien e or mathemati s urri ulum. Part II is devoted to advan ed
appli ations, some of whi h are a tually essential for a thorough grounding in the subje t (su h as that on the entropy prin iple). This part addresses what is normally alled
`advan ed statisti s', but also ontains a deep analysis of, and omparison with orthodox
(i.e., non-Bayesian) statisti al methods and te hni al appli ations. Jaynes' original plan
of the work was for two volumes, the se ond of whi h was to ontain numerous detailed
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appli ations su h as image re onstru tion, antenna design, and statisti al me hani s. He
never got around to nishing these hapters and only that on Communi ation Theory
appears here. The three appendixes dis ourse on other approa hes to probability theory,
mathemati al formalities and style, and onvolutions and umulants. In this reviewer's
opinion the lengthy Prefa e alone is worth a fair pie e of the pri e of admission, whi h
itself is quite reasonable.
This is a bit more than a book only on probability theory, in that it re e ts the author's
broad s ienti and ultural interests. Throughout we are exposed to his philosophy of
both s ien e and applied mathemati s, the latter re e ting a strong anti-Bourbakist stan e.
One learns a great deal of the history of both probability and the varied elds to whi h
appli ations are made, among whi h are biology, e onomi s, engineering, evolutionary
theory, and physi s. The book, or many of its parts, needs to be read more than on e to
appre iate mu h of the deep thinking that underlies it. But that task is quite palatable,
sin e the writing is superb and has an unusually uid quality.
Like other rst-rate minds, Jaynes insisted on doing his own thinking, and this is
re e ted in the numerous and delightful vignettes, asides, and insights s attered throughout. These in lude the annotations a ompanying many of the items in the Referen es
and Bibliography (whi h have been separated by the editor for te hni al reasons). Cherished myths and folklore ome under ontinual s rutiny and are o asionally laid bare:
in the simple example of drawing balls from an urn one is reminded how the result of a
urrent draw an a e t our knowledge about an earlier draw, even though it an't a e t
that earlier result; Karl Popper's assertion that theories an never be proved true, only
false, is ountered by the theory that life on e existed on Mars, whi h requires dis overy of
only a single fossil to prove it true, but may never be proved false; Charles Misner's laim
that one annot have full on den e in a theory until its limits of validity are known is
questioned by our on den e in momentum onservation, whi h exists be ause we know
of no su h limits; R.A. Fisher's maxim, `let the data speak for themselves,' is often shown
to be well o the mark in those situations where prior information is ru ial to a problem.
Many examples are given of the follies of randomization and of the belief that probabilities
are physi al entities.
For a work of this size the text is ex eptionally lean and free of typos, a result
both of the author's attention and the areful proo ng of the nal manus ript by several
olleagues after his death. Nevertheless, there remain a few minor bugs that probably an
be attributed to the author's inability to tidy up loose ends himself. For example, Bayes'
theorem is at the heart of the message, yet it is not indexed; although its form is exhibited
earlier and often, it's not identi ed as su h until Chapter 4. One wonders why it wasn't
introdu ed in Chapter 2 in onne tion with the produ t rule. In a footnote on p.353, and
again on p.630, referen e is made to the \entropy on entration theorem" (Referen es:
Jaynes, 1983), whi h ostensibly is given in Chapter 11; but it isn't there. Either he didn't
get around to inserting it, or was ambivalent about its in lusion. In the end it doesn't
matter, however, for he provides plenty of eviden e in other ways for the on entration of
entropies orresponding to the same onstraints around the entropy maximum. Finally, a
note for the publisher: for those of us whose eyesight is not what it used to be, the font
size used for the footnotes is way too small!
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I hasten to point out that this reviewer is not a ompletely unbiased observer here,
as is eviden ed in both the Forward and the Prefa e. Ed Jaynes was a longtime friend
and olleague whose penetrating thought in uen ed many of us. Therefore I have tried to
provide just an overview here without arguing one way or the other for the author's views
on many matters. Various partial drafts of the manus ript have been on the Internet for a
number of years in any event, thereby a quainting hundreds of people with those views; but
many others in all s ienti
elds would also be well served by making their a quaintan e.
It does o ur to me, though, that for anyone stranded on that proverbial desert island,
and more or less prepared in the way the author expe ts in the Prefa e, this may be that
one book you'd like to have with you; at the very least it will keep you fo used on sound
reasoning about that and many other situations.
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